
AP Max Hot water heating unit 

Heating for large facilities

• Thermal power up to 115kW
• Made of plastic material
• Exchanger treated against corrosion



Large facilities heating unit
The AP Max is an innovative solution because of the polypropylene main structure. The 
technical choice of this material makes this product useful in many fields and all environments. 
The complete AP Max range works with hot water.
The AP Max can be used in industry. It can increase the rooms’ temperature using hot process 
water or water heated using a boiler. 
In the breeding sector, it is used in pig and poultry farms. In agriculture the AP Max is used 
to heat greenhouses or mushrooms farms.

The device body, where the ventilator is placed, is 
easy to open and disassemble in order to simplify 
its cleaning and maintenance. The exchanger is 
composed of copper pipes and aluminum lamellae. 
Their increased thickness and spacing make the 
AP Max stronger and simplify its cleaning and 
maintenance.

The heat exchanger is treated with cataphoresis, 
a coating paint that gives a long and extraordinary 
protection against chemical agents and other 
kinds of chemical attack.

The AP Max is provided with single-phase or three-
phase 6-pole axial fans (with pre-wired capacitor), 
and IP54 degree of protection. The electric motors 
have F class insulation and are equipped with 
thermal protection with automatic reset.



Horizontal Installation

In very long facilities, the AP Max can be mounted 
in the horizontal position. The distance between 
the heaters corresponds to their ventilators air 
flow, so that they ensure the best air distribution.

Installed in this way, the AP Max provides a 
homogeneous heat distribution and air 
circulation inside the space.

Example of horizontal installation



Vertical Installation

The AP Max can be mounted in the vertical 
position. Thanks to the specific diffuser plate it 
can distribute the hot air with a 360-degrees 
diffusion.

Working in this way the heater is able 
to destratificate the air and distribute it 
homogeneously in the facility. Moreover it allows 
regulation of the temperature in different areas 
inside the same space, so that it is possible to 
raise the temperature just where it is necessary.

Example of vertical installation



1~ 3~
mm 560 560

m³/h 6.500 6.500

W 400 390

V 230 ~ 400 3~

Hz 50/60 50/60

A 1,9/2,8 0,6/1,5

rpm 920/1000 840/913

dB 68 68

IP 54 54

AP Max 50 AP Max 80

87 113

1” 1”1/4

7 l 14 l

Technical data

*calculated with TAI=15°C TWI/TWO=85°C/75°C

Opening for easy 
cleaning and 
maintenance

A full range of 
original accessories 

for the AP Max 
bracketing and 

installation is 
available
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